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The Riding SchoolInducted Into a World of Pony Play...
Mean Girls meets Black Beauty in Horse Girl by celebrated author Carrie Seim--a funny
and tender middle-grade novel about finding your forever herd. "This book is funny and
exciting. Beautifully portrays both the pleasures and risks of riding horses and also of
being a teen. Very original, and a great pleasure to read."--Jane Smiley, Pulitzer Prizewinning author Wills is a seventh grader who's head-over-hoof for horses, and beyond
excited when she gets the chance to start training at the prestigious Oakwood Riding
Academy. But Amara--the Queen of the #HorseGirls--and her posse aren't going to let
the certifiably dork-tagious Wills trot her way into their club so easily. Between learning
the reins of horse riding, dealing with her Air Force pilot mom being stationed
thousands of miles from home, and keeping it together in front of (gasp!) Horse Boys,
Wills learns that becoming a part of the #HorseGirl world isn't easy. But with her rescue
horse, Clyde, at her side, it sure will be fun. Complete with comedic, original hoof notes
to acquaint the less equestrian among us, Horse Girl delivers everything a young
readers wants: mean girls, boy problems, and embarrassingly goofy dad jokes. And it
does so on the back of a pony.
A young girl, whose dreams come true when her favourite riding school pony is bought
for her, immediately becomes jealous of another girl and her 'better' pony.
Traces a boy's journey into manhood after his father gives him a pony to train and care
for.
Meet Jenny. She's rich, spoiled, rude and obnoxious. She's also just been signed up for
the BDSM ride of her life - without her consent. An intensive training course at the
Albrecht Stables is not what it appears to be and training to become a human pony was
not on Jenny's to-do list. The trouble is, how do you escape when you're tied up,
gagged and constantly sexually aroused? Which Master or Mistress do you turn to for
rescue? And what do you do if you suspect you might actually be enjoying yourself?
This is Jenny's adventure into the world of BDSM and pony play. She's about to find out
just how much effort it takes to become a pony girl and that she has no choice but to
excel in every aspect of her training or she may never stand a chance of being released
from her bondage. Book One features Jenny's abrupt induction, where she finds herself
being stripped naked, medically examined and intimately measured for her new uniform
- as a pony girl.
The viciously attractive Mark, with the unfaltering smile, has a day of endurance
planned for Jenny that the devil himself would find challenging. His artful temperature
play has her screaming, his anal dilators have her howling and a ride in the sybian's
saddle leaves her virtually unconscious, but the day is far from over. A group of ladies,
with wandering fingers, are given the task of transforming Jenny into a sweet,
submissive pony girl who will be left looking 'hot to trot' in no time at all. After an
exhausting day of training, Jenny has only escape or rescue on her mind. Alas, escape
is rather difficult when you're naked, dressed in thigh high pony boots and have your
hands immobilised in leather mittens which are clipped behind your back. Besides,
escape isn't all that important - not when you're desperate for your next orgasm, it isn't.
Introduces wild ponies, including how they live together, where they can be found, and
what they eat.
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There’s more backstabbing and drama as loyalties are tested to the limit in the third
episode of the high life at elite riding school, Blainford Academy. Georgie tests her skills
on the polo field in the latest from the author of the Uk’s bestselling pony series ‘Pony
Club Secrets’.
Molly loves her pony Norton, even though he is chubby, unkempt, and only interested in
eating, but when Molly tries to take him riding, Norton has other ideas.
A must-have for every animal-loving child, this is the cutest introduction to everything
kids want to know about horses and ponies. Do you dream about riding a horse and
want to really get to know them? Would you like to learn how to look after a horse, what
kit to use, or enter the world of equestrian sports? Discover the secrets of gorgeous
horses and ponies in this fun, lively book. Packed with colorful photos, fur-tastic facts,
and bite-sized information, The Everything Book of Horses and Ponies takes you into
their fascinating world. Find out about favorite breeds from Shire horse to Shetland
pony. Learn about horses and ponies from around the globe, and be amazed by their
beautiful colorings and patterns. Young equine enthusiasts will be champing at the bit
to read this wonderful treasury of horses and ponies.
Just when Jade has found pony heaven for her old horse Pip, a ruthless developer
promises to destroy the idyllic seaside riding school Jade's summer is not looking too
good. She needs to find a new home for Pip, her beautiful old mare, and is resigned to
schooling troublesome taniwha. then she gets some good news. Becca's Aunt Flora,
who has a riding school by the beach at Ocean Bay, is looking for a bombproof
beginner's mount - namely, Pip! Better still, would Jade like to spend a few weeks
helping out around the school and learning about endurance riding? Of course. to Jade,
Samudra Riding School is heaven. Unfortunately, a property developer thinks so, too,
and is determined to build luxury beach houses on the horses' land. Jade must find a
way to save perfect Pip's new home. Ages: 8-12
The stakes are raised in the second book of this glamorous horse riding series set in
the USA – winner takes all as the rivals compete for the showjumping cup! Don’t miss
the latest instalment of pony adventures from the author of the UK’s bestselling pony
series ‘Pony Club Secrets’.
The most memorable horse tales ever written about great riders, great horses, and
great equestrian adventures.
Misty’s Twilight is part thouroughbred, part Chinoteague pony, and one hundred
percent fire and talent. A direct descendant of the most famous pony ever, Misty of
Chinoteague, Twilight has greatness in her blood. Now it’s her turn to shine, perhaps
as a cutting horse, a jumper, or in the graceful art of dressage. Can Twilight, whose
ancestors were wild ponies living on an untamed island, do it? Can she compete
against the best horses in the world...and win?
Bill Cooper, former United States Naval Intelligence Briefing Team member, reveals
information that remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been kept in
Top Secret government files since the 1940s. His audiences hear the truth unfold as he
writes about the assassination of John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs, the Secret
Government and UFOs. Bill is a lucid, rational and powerful speaker who intent is to
inform and to empower his audience. Standing room only is normal. His presentation
and information transcend partisan affiliations as he clearly addresses issues in a way
that has a striking impact on listeners of all backgrounds and interests. He has spoken
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to many groups throughout the United States and has appeared regularly on many
radio talk shows and on television. In 1988 Bill decided to "talk" due to events then
taking place worldwide, events which he had seen plans for back in the early '70s.
Since Bill has been "talking," he has correctly predicted the lowering of the Iron Curtain,
the fall of the Berlin Wall and the invasion of Panama. All Bill's predictions were on
record well before the events occurred. Bill is not a psychic. His information comes from
Top Secret documents that he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team and from
over 17 years of thorough research. "Bill Cooper is the world's leading expert on
UFOs." -- Billy Goodman, KVEG, Las Vegas. "The onlt man in America who has all the
pieces to the puzzle that has troubled so many for so long." -- Anthony Hilder, Radio
Free America "William Cooper may be one of America's greatest heros, and this story
may be the biggest story in the history of the world." -- Mills Crenshaw, KTALK, Salt
Lake City. "Like it or not, everything is changing. The result will be the most wonderful
experience in the history of man or the most horrible enslavement that you can imagine.
Be active or abdicate, the future is in your hands." -- William Cooper, October 24, 1989.
It’s lesson-time for Lacy and her lovable pony, Jack. They practice their posting trot,
the bumpy sitting trot, and Lacy’s favorite—the canter. This series features simple
stories with playful illustrations, which capture the charming connection between a girl
and her pony.
High school and the difficult terrain of sexuality and gender identity are brilliantly explored in
this smart, incisive ethnography. Based on eighteen months of fieldwork in a racially diverse
working-class high school, Dude, You're a Fag sheds new light on masculinity both as a field of
meaning and as a set of social practices. C. J. Pascoe's unorthodox approach analyzes
masculinity as not only a gendered process but also a sexual one. She demonstrates how the
"specter of the fag" becomes a disciplinary mechanism for regulating heterosexual as well as
homosexual boys and how the "fag discourse" is as much tied to gender as it is to sexuality.
Discover six heartwarming and beautiful tales woven with love and magic, capturing the
irreplaceable bond between a child and their pony. Lose yourself in wondrous adventures as
you follow the brave children and their courageous ponies through the land of Faerie and
beyond.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A compelling portrait of three people who love each
other but can't break through the self-created walls that keep them apart.”—Chicago Sun-Times
His name is Tom Booker. His voice can calm wild horses, his touch can heal broken spirits.
And Annie Graves has traveled across a continent to the Booker ranch in Montana, desperate
to heal her injured daughter, the girl’s savage horse, and her own wounded heart. She comes
for hope. She comes for her child. And beneath the wide Montana sky, she comes to him for
what no one else can give her: a reason to believe. Praise for The Horse Whisperer
“Compelling . . . a real page-turner.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Fascinating . . . moving . . . a
big, engrossing book [with] an unexpected endeing that surprises mightily.”—Los Angeles
Times “Brilliance pervades this five-hankerchief weepie.”—The Times (London) “Outstanding .
. . a book of rare power and beauty.”—Booklist
--- Be careful what you wish for. --- Annie is trapped in a life of slavery as a scullery maid. Her
world gets turned on its head when she becomes the groom of Coal, the most devilishly
handsome man she's ever seen. She couldn't help but fall for his charm even though he never
spoke a word, and was kept at the mansion as a human horse. She was there for him when he
was upset, she was there for him when he wanted to play, and she was even there for him
when his stud libido needed taming. Now, Coal is leaving, after a year in service as a stallion,
and Annie's heart is breaking. If he is to go, she wants one last chance at truly connecting with
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Coal. What she doesn't expect though is that after a night of passion, Coal comes back for her,
and as Dante, buys her from her former master. She'd always imagined the life Coal led as a
comfortable existence, but it is when she becomes Dante's mare that she realizes there is
much more to being a pony than she thought. With Dante being Annie's new master, she is
thrust into a debauched world she never imagined existed, but she isn't sure anymore if being
his mare is what she truly wants. All she knows is that she wants her beloved stallion Coal
back. POSSIBLE SPOILERS: Themes: Pony-play, theatre, steampunk, post-apocalyptic world,
hurt/comfort, abuse Genre: fetish erotic romance, dark, alternative history, BDSM Length:
50,000 words (Standalone novel, no cliffhanger.) WARNING: The Stablegirl is a kinky erotic
tale with themes of fetish and pony-play, strong language and violence. Reader discretion
advised.
Who will have the pleasure of training Petal? By rights, the honour should go to Mark
Matthews, but the cowboy has other plans. The matter is not settled until the stable owner is
brought into the fray. It is to be a monumental first week for Albrecht's newest trainee. The
pony girl will have two days to find a way of coping with her new latex bodysuit and the
rigorous buzzing and pumping of the never-ending 'device' which torments her every waking
moment. She will then find herself shipped off as a sex slave, chained and caged, to the
mysterious high-bidder from the auction. It doesn't take Petal long to realise that her chances
of escaping from Albrecht are slim at best, but her defiant nature won't let her give up hope just
yet. There is a way out for her, but she may have to give up more than her sanity in order to
achieve it.
May Grover can’t wait to tell her friends, Jasmine James and Corey Takamura, about the next
Pony Club meeting at Pine Hollow stables. They’re going to have a special kind of scavenger
hunt! But both her friends are having problems. Corey’s pony, Samurai, won’t do what he’s
told any more. And Jasmine is being teased at school about her model horses. As May tries to
help, she learns a valuable riding lesson herself . . . From the author of the bestselling series,
The Saddle Club.
Pony Play is more than just running around and acting like a horse. In the BDSM community, it
is a respected practice of Domination and submission between consenting partners.
subMissAnn brings together her years of experience on both ends of the reins in this full color
book which includes sections on types of Human Ponies, the D/s Dynamic, Equipment,
Training, and more. From the Back cover: Pony Play is a form of BDSM, fetishism, and roleplaying. It can be done as an individual, with a team, or as a social event. As a Pony, one
creates a Pony identity and plays. Whether a human comes to it as a slave Pony or a pony in
horse role-play, Pony Play involves bondage, discipline, dominance, submission, and
sadomasochism. While both may look the same to the casual observer, there is a huge
difference in the headspace between the Trainer and the human Pony.
Meet Jenny. She's rich, spoiled, rude and obnoxious. She's also just been signed up for the
BDSM ride of her life--without her consent. An intensive training course at the Albrecht Stables
is not what it appears to be and training to become a human pony was not on Jenny's to-do
list. The trouble is, how do you escape when you're tied up, gagged and constantly sexually
aroused?

A story about a girl who has to choose between two ponies for a team
competition. She has to decide between what to put first: the success of her team
or her own safety.
Meet Tilly Redbrow, who doesn't just love horses - she lives, breathes and
dreams them too! When Tilly helps rescue neglected horse Magic Spirit, she
realises she has a very special gift and starts living her dream. Learning about
riding, training and caring for horses, Tilly discovers that at Silver Shoe Farm,
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anything is possible. From Pony Club to riding for the British team, and for every
girl who has ever longed for a pony of her own, these delightful, warm and
engaging stories are packed with Pippa Funnell's expert advice on everything
you ever wanted to know about horses.
In Book Two of Pony Tales, Jenny finds herself in the capable hands of Mark, her
guide and tormentor for the day. She becomes accomplished in the art of
crawling, gets an eye-opening tour of the facility and suffers regularly with the
pain of orgasm denial. Finding herself at the mercy of his fingertips, when he
demonstrates the complexities of breath play, she panics that each gasp of air
may be her last. Displayed, touched, fondled and at the mercy of others, Jenny
begins to discover what life as a pony girl might entail, especially when faced with
the wicked tongues of several pony boys! Getting acquainted with the rather aptly
named Red Room and finding herself subject to a thorough spanking is her first
discovery into the delicious world of pain and pleasure that awaits her. But there
are far more devilish torments than spanking to be found at the Albrecht stables...
The First Time Lois Meets James - It's All About Pleasure... And Pain"I am going
to break you.That's the whole purpose of this exercise. From the moment the
door inside that room closes, I am not going to be Mr. Nice Guy. I am going to do
everything in my power to hear you scream, and I won't stop until I hear you beg
for mercy. Do you wish to proceed on that basis?"Today my name is Lois
Reeves. I have an appointment with dominant "James Leverett" this morning,
because my next assignment requires that I be a "submissive" and I have no idea
what that entails. I'm about to find out... by jumping in at the deep end."Why do
you like meting out pain? Do you enjoy hurting women?"If possible, his smile got
wider. "Is that what you think we do here? Hurt women?" He paused, and I
resisted the urge to squirm. "Are women all over the world," he leaned over the
desk to give me the full weight of his stare, "crazy enough to pay for that kind of
thing?" His pen tapped sharply on the desk, daring me to answer."All over the
world?" The words didn't come out as I'd intended them to, ending up as more of
a pathetic whisper. Backing up against my chair, his large frame making me
rather uncomfortable in the fragile emotional state I was in, there were a couple
of seconds silence as I deliberated my next move. Needing desperately to get
back to normal so I could return to work, I needed the release that I suspected
only this kind of scenario could bring, without me being back in the field of
course, which wasn't going to happen until I was cleared. I'd been off work for six
months now, and the inactivity was killing me. For someone who lived their life on
the edge, sitting down in front of the TV channel hopping every day was one of
the worst punishments possible. The adrenaline junkie in me was clamouring for
a high, and the most excitement I'd found in downtown London recently was a
near mugging attempt.
If Jenny thought life was hard under the expert tutelage of Mark, being faced with
a stable full of sex-starved pony girls poses several more challenges. For
instance, how do you bring eleven young women to orgasm in a timely fashion?
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But to her surprise, tackling the problem with experimentation and enthusiasm,
she finds herself enjoying the experience. When training begins it is anything but
enjoyable, however. Harnessed in pony girl tack, her body is encircled with
leather, rubber and steel. It nips, chafes and rubs cruelly, especially when she's
faced with a morning of naughty games in the exercise yard. In Book Four of
Pony Tales Jenny earns herself several punishments, and is subjected to some
very thorough sex indoctrination she has to submit to the whims of her groom,
trainers and even the stable-hands. Will rescue arrive or will she have to beg to
be released, with nothing more than her body as currency?
A police horse comes to stay at Silver Shoe Farm in the 16th book in Olympic
medallist Pippa Funnell's pony series.
The first book in a new horse trilogy from Pulitzer Prize winner Jane Smiley
starring a feisty young rider. Eleven-year-old Ellen is a spunky—and occasionally
misbehaving—young riding student. Her teacher Abby Lovitt (who readers might
recognize from The Georges and the Jewels) is a high school student who
introduces her to jumping, dressage techniques, and most importantly, Ned. Ned
is a colt who used to be a racehorse, until he hurt his leg and moved to Abby’s
ranch. Ellen and Ned seem to understand each other, and their companionship is
immediate. But Ellen is only allowed to go to riding lessons when she behaves at
school. And with all that’s going on, from learning that she’s adopted to finding
out her parents are adopting a new baby, it’s harder than ever for Ellen to pay
attention and behave in class and at home. Will Ellen be able to spend more time
on the ranch with Ned? And will her parents ever let her have a horse of her
own?
ONE OF USA TODAY'S “20 SUMMER BOOKS YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS”
In the bestselling tradition of works by such authors as Susan Orlean and Mary
Roach, a New York Times reporter and Pulitzer Prize finalist explores why so
many people—including herself—are obsessed with horses. It may surprise you to
learn that there are over seven million horses in America—even more than when
they were the only means of transportation—and nearly two million horse owners.
Acclaimed journalist and avid equestrian Sarah Maslin Nir is one of them; she
began riding horses when she was just two years old and hasn’t stopped since.
Horse Crazy is a fascinating, funny, and moving love letter to these graceful
animals and the people who—like her—are obsessed with them. It is also a comingof-age story of Nir growing up an outsider within the world’s most elite inner
circles, and finding her true north in horses. Nir takes readers into the lesserknown corners of the riding world and profiles some of its most captivating
figures. We meet Monty Roberts, the California trainer whose prowess earned
him the nickname “the man who listens to horses,” and his pet deer; George and
Ann Blair, who at their riding academy on a tiny island in Manhattan’s Harlem
River seek to resurrect the erased legacy of the African American cowboy; and
Francesca Kelly, whose love for an Indian nobleman shaped her life’s mission:
to protect an endangered Indian breed of horse and bring them to America.
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Woven into these compelling character studies, Nir shares her own moving
personal narrative. She details her father’s harrowing tale of surviving the
Holocaust, and describes an enchanted but deeply lonely upbringing in
Manhattan, where horses became her family. She found them even in the middle
of the city, in a stable disguised in an old townhouse and in Central Park, when
she chased down truants as an auxiliary mounted patrol officer. And she speaks
candidly of how horses have helped her overcome heartbreak and loss. Infused
with heart and wit, and with each chapter named after a horse Nir has loved,
Horse Crazy is an unforgettable blend of beautifully written memoir and first-rate
reporting.
A young rider gets to know a new pony, adjusts to a new sibling, and learns a lot
about secrets in this charming follow-up to Pulitzer Prize winner Jane Smiley's
Riding Lessons. Ellen can't stop thinking about the racehorse Ned--and the
secret she shares with him. There seem to be a lot of secrets in Ellen's life these
days. Secrets between friends. Secrets within families. Secrets that are all her
own. And secrets her parents are keeping from her that could change everything
about her life. One thing that's not a secret is how much Ellen wants to jump--to
feel herself on a horse as it soars through the air, smooth and fast. The horse
she's riding these days is Hot Potato--a pony she can trust, a pony she can
practice jumping with. But he can't possibly be as interesting as Ned, can he?
And will her parents' secret take her away from the stable forever?
I made a bet with my newlywed submissive wife. I told her that if she could
behave herself impeccably for a week, she could wear the trousers for a day.
That included being able to dominate me. The bet was almost guaranteed to be
impossible to achieve, and yet somehow she did it. It looks like I'm in for a fun
night, doesn't it?If that wasn't bad enough, Kyle has been spotted near our home.
It scares me. I can feel the net closing in, and I'm still no closer to unravelling the
pieces. We need to figure out what Redcliff wants, and fast.In order to do this, I'm
going to have to talk to my mother-in-law, who still isn't speaking to me. I have no
idea what her problem is. She tried to kill me, not the other way around...
Come and meet some lovable characters in this special bind-up of four illustrated
Pony Tales by Jenny Dale. Can Charlie the Champion Pony overcome his fear of
jumping – especially when his jumping skills are the only thing that can rescue
another rider who is in trouble? In Sam the School Pony, Becky and her friends
are thrilled when a lovely pony, Sam, comes to live in the field next door to their
school. But when danger threatens, only Becky can save her new friend. Shadow
the Secret Pony has a mysterious past . . . Clare has always longed for a pony of
her own, and she is thrilled when she finds Shadow in her garden one day. But
where does the pony come from? Willow the Wild Pony loves being ridden out on
the moors and dreams of running free with the wild ponies. One day she escapes
to join the herd and has a wonderful time, but soon she begins to feel homesick.
She wants to go home, but is she too late? Featuring some of the best ponies
around, the adventures in Charlie the Champion Pony and Other Pony Tales are
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sure to become firm favourites with any horse lover!
"Molly competes with her clever pony Norton in his first horse show. She knows
that Norton is the best in the show, but will he earn the blue ribbon to prove it?"
There’s more than one way to stop a bully Wil never misses a chance to pick on
best friends Jasmine, May, and Corey about playing with their toy horses. Not
only do the girls love their real ponies, they love to play with their toy ones, too.
May decides it’s time to teach Wil a lesson. But even though Jasmine’s feelings
are hurt, she wants May to leave Wil alone. When she begins helping Corey train
her pony, Samurai, for the scavenger hunt at Pine Hollow Stables, she realizes
there might be a better way to stop a bully.
From the author of the bestselling Saddle Club books comes a series about three
pony-crazy girls May, Jasmine, and Joey are best friends and neighbors—and
they’re totally horse-crazy. When they aren’t taking care of their ponies at home,
they’re riding them at Pony Club meetings at Pine Hollow Stables. But the trio is
torn apart when Joey’s family moves away and a new neighbor moves in. Odd
things start happening at Joey’s old house—lights flicker from inside, and strange
noises come from the barn. Who is this new neighbor, and what’s going on
inside their friend’s old house? It’s up to these two best friends to find out!
Lisa love being a member of the Saddle Club. But lately, Stevie and Carole
haven't had time for her or their friendship. And if she can'tconvince her friends
that their club is just as important, she may have to find new members to replace
them. . . .
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